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Discourse XVIII

Followers of  the Way,  true sincerity  is  extremely difficult  to  attain,  and the Buddha-
Dharma is deep and mysterious, yet a goodly measure of understanding can be acquired.    I ex-
plain it to you exhaustively all day long, but you students give not the slightest heed.    Though a
thousand times, nay ten thousand times you tread it under foot you are still in utter darkness.    It
is without a vestige of form yet distinct in it’s solitary shining.    Because your faith in your self is
insufficient you students turn to words and phrases, and from them create your understanding.
Until you’ve reached the half century mark you continue dragging your dead bodies up blind al-
leys and running about the world bearing heavy loads on bending shoulder poles.    The day will
come when you’ll have to pay up for the straw sandals you’ve worn out.”

Doryu, followers of the Way.     Again Rinzai calls out, meaning, “All of you who are
practicing Zen together with me.”    “True sincerity is very difficult to attain.”    Shokujotainan 寔
情大難　This shoku, this first character means sincerity.    I’m not sure what the best English
is.    This shoku also means complete or perfect, and I’ve talked about many times what this “Jo”
means, this is the activity of heart which creates everyone.

So when you do the perfect complete activity of heart or activity of mind there is neither
good nor evil.    Please think about this.    When a man is adored by a woman, or a woman is
adored by a man this is the complete activity of heart.    There is neither good nor evil in this kind
of activity of love.    And as I just said this true sincerity, when this complete activity of heart is
manifest there is neither good nor evil.

But when the incomplete activity of heart is manifest then subject and object are separate
and subject and object are looked upon.    That is when the kind of activity appears which says re-
garding the things that appear before one’s eyes, “I like that.    I don’t like that.    That’s good.
That’s bad.”    

When one does the complete activity of heart then whatever appears before oneself, that
thing is embrace by this complete activity of heart, and then you can say that that thing is your
self.    

For instance if on a stage something that has the perfect body, the complete body, the
complete condition appears, then anybody who is watching that will immediately forget about
themselves, will immediately have themselves stolen away.    Standing upon the stage and mani-
festing the complete activity of mind, that is what is called manifesting the activity of perfect
wisdom, prajna.    It doesn’t matter if it’s a man or a woman, when the man or woman appears
manifesting their entire body, then the person that is watching is completely taken away by that
(The man watching the woman, or the woman watching the man can see without any thought of
good or bad).    

What Rinzai is saying is that these activities of speaking and listening, they might seem
very easy to do, but actually they are extremely difficult when one is trying to do them in terms
of doing the complete activity of heart.    Whether it’s a man or a woman if you appear doing this
complete activity of heart, standing on the stage, that’s one thing, but what if something appears
before you that doesn’t sit well with you, that you don’t like, immediately you’ll say, “Yuk, I hate
that. (What a jerk!)”    So let’s leave (the teisho on) this “True sincerity is very difficult to attain,”
at that.

What he’s saying here is that the teaching of enlightened people is exactly, without leav-
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ing anything out, this teaching of the complete, perfect activity of mind.    But he says then that
when you appear in front of other people is it enough just to do this complete activity of mind,
and then he answers himself and says, “No, it’s not enough.”    All of you please take this to heart
and contemplate it carefully, and practice how to manifest your self.    Even if you completely
manifest your self, that condition cannot remain, that condition cannot be stopped in.    

You do this activity of giving your love to everything, just like this.    Everyone can do
this.    If you practice to a certain extent everybody can do that kind of activity.    What he’s say-
ing though is that that kind of condition cannot continue, it can’t remain for a long period of
time.    When that condition is broken forth from, the, immediately the “I am” self appears.    That
“I am” self which has appeared there, what does it do?    Does it again do the activity of true sin -
cerity?    Does it again do activity of complete heart?    That self gives rise to the mind of god and
evil thinking “I like it when it’s sunny out.    I don’t like it when it rains.”    So why is it that this
self after it has manifested this “very difficult to attain true sincerity (shokujotainan)”, why does
it then manifest itself as a self which likes rainy days and doesn’t like sunny days, or oppositely
maybe that kind of self that likes sunny days and doesn’t like rainy days.    Why does this kind of
self appear?    

All of you are more well read than I am so I’m sure that you know about this better than I
do, but, you can read in history books about how up through the middle ages in Europe this ques-
tion of the origin of good and evil wasn’t yet solved.    But now in the world of philosophy it is
probably safe to say that this origin of good and evil has been solved.    And maybe even in the
world of religion they’ve found some solutions for this question of why did God make good and
evil in the first place.    But if you believe that it’s God who created good and evil then no matter
how much time passes you will always be burdened by being controlled by God (being con-
trolled by the world of good and bad).    

But in Buddhism, and especially in Zen we say that with the manifestation of this ex-
tremely difficult to attain activity of true sincerity there is neither good nor evil.    So in that case
where did good and evil go to?    In to the true sincerity, in to the perfect activity of heart, every-
thing, all the good and all the evil have disappeared.    

And in Buddhism that’s why we say that the true sincerity, the complete activity of mind
is the same as perfect wisdom.    

When we ask about the origin of good and evil, why do good and evil appear we need to
very carefully contemplate how (good and evil appear with the appearance of the self, and how)
the two mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, (the incomplete) tatha-gata on
the outside, (and the incomplete) tatha-agata on the inside, are both (making relationship with,
and) pulling at the self.    When the self can completely make relationship with both tatha-gata
and tatha-agata then good and evil disappear.

So maybe we can say then that tatha-gata is the good and tatha-agata is the bad.    As I've
been telling you up until now both tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting without will.    They are
neither good nor evil.    

But when the self appears, simultaneously to the appearance are the appearance of the
aged tatha-gata and the aged tatha-agata (which we call father and mother).    And as I’ve been
telling you up until now these incomplete activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata make relation-
ship with the self.    And immediately because in this case the self is weak, the self immediately
divides itself in to two and returns back to the world of tatha-gata and tatha-agata (mother and fa-
ther).    You have to carefully contemplate this principle and manifest the wisdom which clearly
knows it.    

The mistake that everybody makes is without manifesting wisdom you simply fixate your
self and think about things.    If you don’t fixate your self then it will never be the case that good
and evil arise.    And if you fixate your self it will always happen that you will like those things
that affirm your self, but something that negates your self you’ll say, “I hate it!”    

And as I’ve been telling you yesterday and the day before when the self is born, together,
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simultaneously to the birth of the self is the appearance of the aged, feeble mother, and the aged
father.    Every step that the parents make toward getting older and more feeble at the same time
the self is growing.

So can we always be living making relationship with mother and father?    But the self
when it fixates the self it forgets about making relationship with past and future, and it simple
makes relationship with the other things, the friends of the self which are together in the present
with the self.    This is the relationship between present moment and present moment.    And here
comes many different kinds of troubles.    

According to Tathagata Zen if it is the complete relationship between two present mo-
ments, then these comrades in the present when they make relationship with one another they
also, (mutually) make relationship completely with (the worlds of) past and future ( ,by making
the worlds of past and future completely their content.) .(The previous sentence in Japanese: 完
全に現在が現在と関係を結ぶ場合には、現在と現在というものは、必ず過去の世界と未
来の世界とをも完全に内容とするという現在が現在同士でお互いに過去の世界、未来の
世界をも内容として、ここに現在は現在と関係を結ばなければならないものだぞとこう
教えているのがこりゃタタガタの禅の立場である。）And if you can do that then there is
no problem that would be too hard for you.    But forgetting this principle the self will be always
controlled by the activities of past and future, and so even if the self goes to make relationship it
is unable to make relationship in the way that it wants to.    

And if we have examples of young lovers, and for some circumstantial reason they are
not able to manifest love in this world, and they both commit suicide.    The reason why this situ-
ation where one must commit suicide appears is that one does not know this principle that when
one makes complete love in the present, if it’s complete love then one is also making relationship
(completely) with past and future (and thus manifesting the world of zero) .    So if you really un-
derstand this principle then there’s no particular reason why you have to fall in to having a ner-
vous breakdown or something.    And it’s also not necessary for you to begrudge the activity of
God or Buddha.

There are some psychologists here and I guess what they’re doing is investigating Zen
from the point of view of psychology.    The reason why this is because Zen is the investigation
of the activity of heart.

Later he says, “A goodly measure of understanding can be attained,” and what he means
is that it is a very difficult thing, though, to attain this (very difficult to attain true sincerity).    To
understand this principle, to understand this true sincerity which is very difficult to attain is ex-
tremely difficult.    But what he’s saying is that “Although I said it’s very difficult I’m not saying
that it’s impossible.”    He’s saying “Yeah, it’s hard but, it’s not impossible.    You can do it.”    So
there are three different levels of things which affirm the self, and the highest level we could say
is the “excellent” level, and then the next level is the “good” level, but the third level is the char -
acter which is used in the text, “kakaji  可可地” which is what is being    pointed to when it
says “it’s possible...a goodly measure,” so he’s saying it is about the third level that he is talking
about.    He is saying that to achieve the first class, the excellent level is very difficult, but every-
body can possibly achieve this third level, this goodly measure, (although it too is hard) it’s not
impossible to do at least that.    In school, like in elementary school when they give you a grade
in Japan they use these three terms “Yu 優, Ryo 良, Ka 可, excellent, good, okay,” and I don’t
know how they do it in America, but this is the Ka that he’s talking about.    But there is another
grade too, the absolutely terrible one, not Ka (fuka...not okay “F”).    

So Rinzai is saying that even though you are studying Zen we still have these different
ways of grading you.    There is shallow and there is deep.    We can’t get around this appearance
of the condition of differences, distinctions.    America is a democratic country and so you would
thing that they recognize the existence of differences.    So everyone is living    in this world of
“excellent, good, okay,” and so when you hand out salaries you can’t hand them out equally.
You hand them out according to the differences.    But everybody is a human being.    In terms of
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being a human being everybody is equal but in terms of the depth of one’s investigation there are
these differences that have to be recognized.    

If you think you are studying Buddhism and don’t even know this principle that within
equality there are differences then you can’t really be said to be studying Buddhism.    In Zen
places of practice the severity of the recognition of differences is extreme.    And also we severely
(strictly) recognize equality (at the same time).    Men and women are different, there’s no way
around it.    We have to recognize (acknowledge) this.    But in the case of the manifestation of the
total person, then the total activities of man and woman are manifest and so it’s equal (men and
women are equal).    There are alot of different ways we could go from here in this talk, but let’s
just stop on this thread for now.

And then in the text, in the English it just says “I,” but in the original it says “sanzo 山
僧” “mountain monk,” and this is how Rinzai names himself, and it means that he is saying,
“I’m somebody that doesn’t know anything.    I’m just a natural person.”    So in English I guess
you would say “sanzo” means “mountain man.”    But what I’m saying is that you should  not
translate it that way.    The correct translation, the translation we should do in this case is not
“mountain man,”    or    “mountain monk,” it just means “normal monk.”    It doesn’t mean “river
monk, “ or “meadow monk,” or “mountain monk,” it just means “monk that is born and follows
the Dharma activity.”    But Americans are very honest and just take it just as it is, and just say,
“Oh, Rinzai, he’s the mountain monk, “ and fixate on that.    (But that’s all wrong!)    There are
other times when Rinzai calls himself, instead of “sanzo” he says “yaso  野僧 ,” the “meadow
monk.”    So these kind of words are what we have to be very careful about in translating.    He,
Rinzai, doesn’t say “I am.”    He uses these different ways of naming himself.    Either “mountain
monk, sanzo,” or “yaso, meadow monk,” or “guso 愚僧, stupid monk,” or another way of saying
stupid monk “aso.” (actually this aso is 唖僧　（oshi no so) meaning “mute monk” or “dumb-
bell monk.”)    He uses those ways of calling himself.

And then he confesses that he explains it all days long.    He says, “Over and over again
for the benefit of everybody” he explains.    What you have to grasp here is when Rinzai opens
his mouth and speaks from what perspective is he speaking?    He is not (he is never) speaking
negating the worlds of past and future.    When he is standing upon the activity of speech he is
recognizing past and future as he’s speaking.    And then it becomes the situation that when he
isn’t speaking he completely unifies with past and future and manifests himself as “muni” silent
holiness.

And then he describes the condition of the students who are listening and he says that
they don’t even one little speck understand the perspective from which he is speaking.    They
just are busily busying themselves with trying to understand Zen, trying to understand the truth.

All Zen students must recognize that when they manifesting their incomplete self they are
the children of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, and they are being controlled by, being managed by
these activities of past and future.    As they are receiving this influence, as they are being con-
trolled by past and future, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, mother and father, they are making efforts,
they are studying.    

No matter what kind of thing it is things existing in the situation of the separation of
tatha-gata and tatha-agata will all again meet with the situation of the unification of tatha-gata
and tatha-agata.    It doesn’t matter if you’re rich or poor, no matter how smart you are or how
stupid you are when the night time comes everyone meets with the night.    No matter what kind
of person it is, inevitably, without fail they will meet with what we call the unification of host
and guest, the unification of subject and object.    Without fail!    

But hearing this kind of teaching some people will appear that think, “Well, okay, every-
body is going to meet with the unification of subject and object, everybody is going to meet the
world of zero, everybody is going to meet the complete self, so I can just do whatever I want.    It
doesn’t matter what I do.”    But those kind of people that just act like selfish idiots doing what-
ever they want to do, when they meet with the condition of the unification of subject and object I
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wonder if they will be able to manifest the wisdom of zero?!    Probably they won’t.    Probably
without being able to manifest the wisdom of zero (instead of being able to manifest the wisdom
of zero), they will be crying and screaming.

This thing that we call the unification of subject and object is when tatha-gata and tatha-
agata, plus and minus meet.    And in this case the mother and father from which the self has been
born together with the self, all three of them disappear in to the complete self.    What I’m trying
to say here is that for people who are selfishly, whimsically, arbitrarily doing whatever they want
to do, then when they meet with the activity of the unification of subject and object they will
think, “I don’t want to die!    I want to keep living for a long, long time.    I don’t want to give my
money away.    I want to take my money with me to heaven (or hell),” all kinds of different stupid
ways of suffering appear.    

This thing we call the self is not something that remains forever.    It’s not something that
can be fixated.    And the complete activity of dharma also is not something that can be fixated.
And that what Rinzai is talking about.

He’s talking, just as I was speaking about before, he’s talking about the people who are
there to study, there to practice, and saying that they don’t at all understand what I’m getting at.
The reason they don’t understand is because they don’t understand the principle of how they are
born.    If you understand the principle of how you are born there is no reason to act haphazardly.

When he says, “Though a thousand times,  nay ten thousand times you tread it  under
foot,” that means that being tied up by your fixated self you do the activity of being tied up.
He’s saying that the (activity of not understanding is like the) activity of blindness, the activity of
as if one is a blind person walking is what he’s talking about when he says “utter darkness.”    If
your are blind, (if you don’t understand) then you might think, “Oh, this is a perfectly good place
to “go,” and then you pee, and then you think, “Oh!    There were flowers here!    I shouldn’t have
peed here.”

But what about the case when the self doesn’t fixate the self?    That’s what he means by
“without a vestige of form.”    This “without a vestige of form,” means the self is not fixated.
This self which is not fixating is always, however, appearing, and when it appears how does it
appear? ( What kind of condition does it appear in?)    This is what he means by “(distinct in its)
solitary shining.”    It appears with utter clarity just like the rays of the sun.    

But what he’s saying is that the students don’t understand that the self isn’t fixated.    My
position now in life is that I’m really too old to be doing what I’m doing.    There’s nothing really
that I can do, and yet I can’t seem to die either.    So I have to sit here in front of you and try to
teach.    And today especially my sciatica is acting up and from the beginning of the talk my legs
have been hurting me (maybe some of you have the same problem, but) there’s no way I can get
around it.    (I think I will be unable to escape this sciatica pain from here on out).    And so today
it’s about time so I’m going to stoop here (and separate from all of you.) 
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